THURSDAY, JANUARY 14

Developing Successful Minority Social Work Scholars
8:00-10:00 AM
Meeting Room Level, Meeting Room 2
Ruth McRoy, PhD, Donahue and DiFelice Professor

Social Network Analysis in Social Work Research
1:30-3:00 PM
Penn Quarter
Andrew D. Reynolds, MSW, MEd, Doctoral Student

A History of Childhood Maltreatment and Intimate Partner Violence Victimization Among Native American Adults
3:15-4:45 PM
Jooyoung Kong, MSW, Doctoral Student
Scott D. Easton, PhD, Assistant Professor

Co-Residence with Grandparents and the Body Mass Index (BMI) during Adolescence and Early Adulthood
4:45 PM
Meeting Room Level, Meeting Room 8
Hae-Nim Lee, MSW, Doctoral Student
Summer Sherburne Hawkins, PhD, Assistant Professor
David T. Takeuchi, PhD, Professor

FRIDAY, JANUARY 15

Men and Mental Health
7:00-8:00 AM
Meeting Room Level, Meeting Room 11
Scott D. Easton, PhD, Assistant Professor

Examining the Relationship Between Parental Monitoring, Peer Substance Use and Tolerance of Use, and Drinking Frequency in Adolescents
8:00-9:30 AM
Ballroom Level, Congressional Hall A
Christina M. Wigglesworth, MSW, Doctoral Student
Child Welfare
8:00-9:30 AM
Meeting Room Level, Meeting Room 2
Moderator: Ruth G. McRoy, PhD, Donahue and DiFelice Professor

Neighborhood Safety, Social Cohesion, and Psychological Well-Being of Older Adults
8:00-9:30 AM
Meeting Room 5
Yeon Jin Choi, MSW, Doctoral Student
Christina J. Matz-Costa, PhD, Assistant Professor

Grand Challenge: Increasing Productive Engagement in Later Life
8:00-9:30 AM
Meeting Room Level, Mount Vernon Square A
Christina Matz-Costa, PhD, Assistant Professor

The Impact of Poor Maternal Mental Health on Household Food Security: Does Community Matter?
9:45-11:15 AM
Meeting Room Level, Meeting Room 10
Leia Y. Saltzman, MSW, Doctoral Candidate
Margaret Lombe, PhD, Associate Professor
Aakanksha Sinha, MSW, Doctoral Candidate

Child Welfare Research
12:30-1:30 PM
Meeting Room Level, Meeting Room 4
Ruth G. McRoy, PhD, Donahue and DiFelice Professor

Another Paradox? The Life Satisfaction of Older Hispanic Immigrants in the United States
1:45-3:15 PM
Meeting Room Level, Meeting Room 6
Rocio Calvo, PhD, Assistant Professor
Christina J. Matz-Costa, PhD, Assistant Professor

Justifying Injustice: How the Criminal Justice System Explains Its Response to Sexual Assault
1:45-3:15 PM
Meeting Room Level, Meeting Room 8
Jessica Shaw, PhD, Assistant Professor

Training Our Next Generation Scientific Work Force to Tackle Grand Challenges
1:45-3:15 PM
Ballroom Level, Congressional Hall A
James Lubben, PhD, Louise McMahon Ahearn Professor
Classroom or Workplace: Is There a Tradeoff Between Education and Employment in Obtaining Secure Independent Housing for Youth Transitioning from Foster Care?
2:45-4:15 PM
Meeting Room Level, Meeting Room 2
Andrew D. Reynolds, MSW, MEd, Doctoral Student
Robert Hasson, MSW, Doctoral Student
Thomas M. Crea, PhD, Associate Professor

A Longitudinal Study of the Buffering Effect of Volunteering on the Relationship Between Unemployment and Depression for Older Adults
2:45-4:15 PM
Meeting Room Level, Meeting Room 6
Jie Yang, MSW, Doctoral Student

Classroom or Workplace: Is There a Tradeoff Between Education and Employment in Obtaining Secure Independent Housing for Youth Transitioning from Foster Care?
2:45-4:15 PM
Meeting Room Level, Meeting Room 2
Andrew D. Reynolds, MSW, MEd, Doctoral Student
Robert Hasson, MSW, Doctoral Student
Thomas M. Crea, PhD, Associate Professor

Race/Ethnicity & Child Welfare Outcomes
3:30-5:00 PM
Meeting Room Level, Meeting Room 2
Moderator: Ruth G. McRoy, PhD, Donahue and DiFelice Professor

Introduction to Propensity Score Analysis Using R for Social Work Research and Program Evaluation
3:30-5:00 PM
Thanh V. Tran, PhD, Professor
Kaipeng Wang, MSW, Doctoral Student

“Not Good Enough for Anything”: Understanding the Effects of Clergy Sexual Abuse on the Self-Identity of Survivors.
5:15-6:45 PM
Ballroom Level, Grand Ballroom South Salon
Scott D. Easton, PhD, Assistant Professor

Factors Associated with Educational Outcomes of Orphan and Abandoned Children in India
5:15-6:45 PM
Meeting Room Level, Meeting Room 13
Aakanksha Sinha, MSW, Doctoral Candidate
Margaret Lombe, PhD, Associate Professor
Leia Y. Saltzman, MSW, Doctoral Candidate

Harnessing Technology for Social Good: A Grand Challenge for Social Work
5:15-6:45 PM
Meeting Room Level, Mount Vernon Square A
Stephanie Berzin, PhD, Associate Professor
Increasing Productive Engagement in Later Life
5:15–6:45 PM
Ballroom Level, Grand Ballroom South Salon
Christina J. Matz-Costa, PhD, Assistant Professor

Eradicate Social Isolation
5:15–6:45 PM
Ballroom Level, Grand Ballroom South Salon
James Lubben, PhD, Louise McMahon Ahearn Professor
Erika Sabbath, PhD, Assistant Professor
Jooyoung Kong, MSW, Doctoral Student
Carrie Johnson, MSW, Assistant Director of Hartford Center of Excellence

SATURDAY, JANUARY 16

Global Social Work
7:00-8:30 AM
Meeting Room Level, Meeting Room 9
Thomas M. Crea, PhD, Associate Professor

Assessing social engagement practices in unstable environments. Examining collective action and community participation in Mexico.
8:00-9:30 AM
Meeting Room Level, Meeting Room 13
Ana-Maria Vazquez, MA, MSc, Doctoral Candidate
Margaret Lombe, PhD, Associate Professor

Intergenerational Transmission Patterns in the Human Brain
8:00-9:30 AM
Meeting Room Level, Meeting Room 15
Jessica M. Black, PhD, Assistant Professor

The Importance of Community Action in Securing Basic Needs in Post-Conflict Kenya
8:00-9:30 AM
Meeting Room Level, Meeting Room 13
Aakanksha Sinha, MSW, Doctoral Candidate
Leia Y. Saltzman, MSW, Doctoral Candidate
Margaret Lombe, PhD, Associate Professor

Preparing Professional Degree Students to Tackle Grand Challenges: Meta-Competencies and “T-Shaped” Pedagogy
8:00-9:30 AM
Ballroom Level, Renaissance Ballroom West Salon A
Ruth G. McRoy, PhD, Donahue and DiFelice Professor

Grand Challenges: Create Social Responses to a Changing Environment
9:45-11:15 AM
Meeting Room Level, Mount Vernon Square A
Samantha Teixeira, PhD, Assistant Professor
Eradicate Social Isolation
9:45–11:15 AM
Meeting Room Level, Mount Vernon Square B
James Lubben, PhD, Louise McMahon Ahearn Professor
Erika Sabbath, PhD, Assistant Professor
Jooyoung Kong, MSW, Doctoral Student
Carrie Johnson, MSW, Assistant Director of Hartford Center of Excellence
Christina Matz-Costa, PhD, Assistant Professor

Si Dios Quiere: Fatalismo and Mental Health Service Use among Latinos with Depression
2:00-3:30 PM
Robert Rosales, MSW, Doctoral Student
Rocio Calvo, PhD, Assistant Professor

Achieve Equal Opportunity and Justice
2:00-3:30 PM
Meeting Room Level, Mount Vernon Square A
Rocio Calvo, PhD, Assistant Professor
James Lubben, PhD, Louise McMahon Ahearn Professor
Ruth G. McRoy, PhD, Donahue and DiFelice Endowed Professor

Achieve Equal Opportunity and Justice
2:00-3:30 PM
Meeting Room Level, Mount Vernon Square A
Ruth G. McRoy, PhD, Donahue and DiFelice Endowed Professor
Rocio Calvo, PhD, Assistant Professor
James Lubben, PhD, Louise McMahon Ahearn Endowed Professor

Higher Education and Forced Migration: Common Benefits and Unique Challenges
2:00-3:30 PM
Ballroom Level, Grand Ballroom South Salon
Thomas M. Crea, PhD, Associate Professor

SUNDAY, JANUARY 17
Using Innovative Mixed Methods to Map Context in Social Work Research
8:00-9:30 AM
Ballroom Level, Congressional Hall C
Samantha Teixeira, PhD, Assistant Professor

Camps or Cities? Comparing Refugees' Self-Reported Health and Well-Being Outcomes in Sub-Saharan Africa
8:00-9:30 AM
Ballroom Level, Grand Ballroom South Salon
Thomas M. Crea, PhD, Associate Professor
Rocio Calvo, PhD, Assistant Professor

Racial and Ethnic Differences in the Association Between Psychological Distress and Binge Drinking
10:45-12:15
Meeting Room 9
Bongki Woo, MSW, Doctoral Student
Kaipeng Wang, MSW, Doctoral Student
Thanh V. Tran, PhD, Professor